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CONTRIBUTOR LIMELIGHT

ABOUT THE COVER: Our Local Literary Issue
boasts book artist Claire Taylor’s broadside
art. She also takes inspiration from bookplates
and includes the phrase “Ex Libris,” which
indicates to whom a book belongs. Per the
fox carrying a book, natural and whimsical
imagery is a hallmark of bookplate art. Read
about Taylor on pg. 16 and find more of her
work on Instagram @clairetaylor.art.

Connor Lockie – Digital Coordinator
Connor Lockie began writing about experimental music for SLUG in October
2016—and carved a niche at the magazine in doing so! It didn’t take us
long to test Lockie’s mettle as an Editorial Intern and, soon thereafter, as a
copy editor. They have penned their fair share of features, film reviews and
pieces about art of just about every ilk. This month, you can flip to pg. 12 to
read Lockie’s interview feature about the 10th anniversary of Sugar House
Review, a Utah literary journal. But that’s only a taste of Lockie’s propensity
for writing. SLUGMag.com is their domain where you can consistently
find more of their media-journalism gems. Having become SLUG’s Digital
Coordinator in April of this year, Lockie continually beautifies and optimizes
our online posts, in addition to many other projects. With all their hustle,
intellectual acuity and more, we love having Lockie on Team SLUG.

DISCLAIMER: SLUG Magazine does not
necessarily maintain the same opinions
as those found in our content. Content is
property of SLUG Magazine—please do
not use without written permission.
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(L–R) Ash Bassett, Val Brown and Russ Wood in Breakfast in Silence
have had their music dubbed as “soul punk” which they think is
essentially “emo music.”

It’s December already?! Before you make those damn resolutions, catch Breakfast in Silence and Tayler Lacey with opener Rebel Rebel at the SLUG
Localized showcase on Dec. 19 at Urban Lounge, a 21+ event sponsored by Huge Brands. At $5—you won’t regret it.
Is there such a thing as being “inspired?” What prompts people to create and push the limits of the abstract? I’ve been mulling around the idea that inspiration doesn’t exist when there’s factors of talent, dedication and motivation. Sure, you could say creating anything takes honest hard work, and that’s where
one’s muse comes to light. The cunning band Breakfast in Silence—consisting of Ash Bassett (guitar and vocals), Val Brown (drums and vocals) and
Russ Wood (guitar)—without a doubt, prove what it means to have dedication, giving endless possibilities to their creative drive.
Breakfast in Silence’s first drummer, Andrew
Maguire, began making music with Bassett
in the project Cat Ghost Formerly Known
As Ghost Cat. Then, the two started Knows
Goes. They named themselves the night of their
first and last show. Soon after, Maguire and Bassett aimed to form another band. They always
admired Woods’ guitar skills “and his general
goob-ness,” as Bassett jokes. Thus, Breakfast in
Silence were born. “At first, we asked [Wood]
to play bass, but realized ‘Who really needs a
bass player?’ So, we opted to be a three-piece:
two guitarists and a drummer,” Bassett says.
Eventually, Maguire moved to Oklahoma to
teach underprivileged kids, which is how Breakfast in Silence added Val Brown to the mix. “As
huge admirers of Val’s creativity, we asked them
to play with us,” Bassett says.

with expressing yourself in such a vulnerable
way, especially having an album titled It’s Hard
To Be Open-Minded When You Wanna Die. Bassett writes the majority of the songs, and says
it comes naturally to them. “Not to sound like
an asshole, but the writing is pretty easy—it’s
presenting the lyrics that’s hard,” Bassett says.
Breakfast In Silence songs powerfully address
topics like suicidal ideation, mental health and
family dynamics. Likewise, the lyrics are more or
less Bassett’s journal entries. “Poetry is the easiest way to express myself,” Bassett says. “Growing up, my parents read my journals, so I had to
be clever and mask [the entries] with metaphors
and analogies so they didn’t know what the fuck
I was talking about. It’s hard for me to look at
people in the face when I sing, but I write this
shit whether or not I share it.”

The band’s genre is a mixture of indie rock and
soul punk. Bassett explains that “soul punk”
means they’re basically an emo band. “Soul
punk was the genre my friend Keri Beth in
Shit Dogma dubbed us. But honestly, what is
emo? It has its roots with punk, right? It channels
angst through ‘sad boi shit.’ I’m just a big ol’
sad boi,” Bassett says. Wood clarifies that it’s
more engaging than the typical description of
emo and/or indie: “Val has called us ‘deconstructive emotional yard-core,’ but soul punk will
do in a pinch.”

Performing is a constant state of elation for the
band. Brown admits to having a bit of stage
fright, yet says that when they’re playing in sync,
it becomes an ethereal type of high. Maybe
that’s where the ideal inspiration comes from—
when it’s shared and continually presented to
the public. “It’s cathartic in a way that nothing
else is,” says Wood. “Writing a song you are
excited about, putting it out there, and playing a
show where you see people enjoying the same
thing you’re excited about. Performing and sharing your art with new listeners and show-goers is
not personally validating, but an excellent way
to make new friends and build a community that
extends beyond the music.”

With captivating and distinct lyrics, one would
be curious to know the challenges that come
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So, where does inspiration such as Breakfast In
Silence’s come from? Is it purely based on personal experiences that individuals encounter? It
can’t always be wholesome Fun with a capital
“F.” Is inspiration, in fact, unexplainable? Wood
says, “Musically, I’m striving to create something
that doesn’t already exist in the world. It’s an attempt to create the perfect art piece, something
you would lose your mind over if you experienced it second-hand.”
Correspondingly, there must also be a staunch
work ethic. Bassett compares the compulsion of
creating to their nicotine addiction, since both
require a consistency that they continually maintain. Breakfast in Silence, of course, strive for
success. “The work ethic is, in part, because
I want to tour—a lot, and write a lot,” Bassett
says. It’s a fix. Although, is a fix enough? Well,
that’s a subjective question that deserves a subjective answer. Regardless, Breakfast in Silence
have changed my mind on what we call an obsession for passion and enjoyment. And fine, I
do think inspiration does exist in this beautiful,
chaotic world. However, only the cosmos can
give us the exact explanation for it.
Breakfast in Silence will release a new album
soon, and as Wood puts it, “It’s unlike any other album I’ve ever made or even heard.” Come
hear for yourself at SLUG Localized on Dec. 19
at Urban Lounge. Doors open at 8 p.m., and
music starts at 9 p.m.

“We live in troubled times,” Tayler Lacey sings
on his track “Death of the Post Modern Sailor”—
and indeed, we sure as hell do. With a memorable voice that ranges between The Decemeberists’ Colin Meloy and Neutral Milk
Hotel’s Jeff Mangum, Lacey has a knack for
the past and speaks what he wishes to have
spoken through his overt lyricism and strong
acoustic strings. Growing up in the suburbs of
Salt Lake County, Lacey, 23, began playing in a
psychedelic rock band after high school before
venturing off as a solo folk singer in 2016.
“I always had a soft spot and a liking for folk
music,” Lacey says, who learned guitar at 13
and surprisingly never took singing lessons. “I
started singing along while playing guitar. I figured out what sound I wanted to have, and from
that point, tried to sound like a folk singer.” As
a true autodidact, Lacey is driven by the DIY
scene, and is as he says, “100 percent independent.” He makes his own CDs and merchandise.
Stamped as a local musician, Lacey is proud to
be part of the community and does consider the
ways in which the music scene is somewhat reflective of the city and only the city. “I think Salt
Lake has a cool dynamic right now because it’s
on the rise in terms of population and the ‘hip’
scene, but it’s still hard because there’s not a
whole lot of places outside of Salt Lake in Utah
that are music-populated,” Lacey says.
Lacey wants to make music for a living, yet he’s
mindful of the unrealistic side to the lifestyle: “All
musicians’ dream is to make it big—if they want
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Being inspired by the DIY scene, Tayler Lacey takes
full control of all aspects of his artistic process.

By Kassidy Waddell | kassidywaddell@outlook.com

to admit that or not,” Lacey says. “It’s always in
the back of your head. You want it to pay off,
and ideally, I want to do music full-time and go
on tours and make enough money to survive.
But more than anything, I want to be able to do
music as much as I like to and have enough time
and energy to put my all into it.” Fortunately, the
repetitive nature of performing is no struggle, as
it genuinely comes easy for Lacey to read each
new crowd. He finds it refreshing as opposed
to exhausting. “I think a lot of it is knowing your
crowd and mixing up the songs. I don’t ever
change up the lyrics. More changing up how
I’m playing it, making some parts more intense
than other parts, reading the space that you’re
in and who’s listening.”
On one of his latest singles, “Billy Big Fish,”
Lacey clearly illuminates the courageous spirit
of his voice and his enticement to folk/Americana. His sound is full of incandescent rhythms
with a flurry of twangy, melodic strings. In other
words, he’s damn catchy and impactful. When
asked what fundamentally draws him to the
genre, Lacey says that most of his favorite artists are from that era of the ’60s and ’70s, a
time when that specific style was prominent as
well as political, “singing about an older way of
life and how things are changing,” Lacey says.
“There’s a certain rawness that you somewhat
lose when bringing in electronic instruments and
computers. You lose grittiness.” Certainly, Lacey’s true-to-life tone charms listeners toward the
wistfulness of the past that’s gone and forever
our ghost, and you could say even the political

nuances can be noted as surreal. “I don’t get
too political or anything, but every now and
again, I write a song that’s politically driven,”
Lacey says.
Lacey’s history is a vital theme that illustrates
the notorious distraction of one’s nostalgia. As
a person, Lacey says that he gravitates toward
being more shy and reserved, which is the reason he often reflects. “It’s that feeling when you
look back on something and think, ‘Oh, I should
have said that, or done that,’” he says. “In my
own life, I miss living in the moment.” The past
matters because it’s debatable, and the intuition
in Lacey’s bones creeps up song after song, but
he’s not attempting to caricature these worldly
issues and loved ones. Rather, it’s the impossible
psyche of his own past he cares to have a word
with. “When the past is leaving, or when you’re
transitioning into a new thing, how much of it do
you hold onto because it’s a fond memory?” Lacey says. “How much of it do you actually move
on from because you can’t dwell on the past. I
don’t know the answer, but it’s a point I tend to
bring up in my songs.” With his guitar, harmonica and foot tambourine, Lacey is embracing and
welcoming the unknown that is not merely the
future but the abstract, in past reverie.
Keep an eye out for the new singles that Lacey will be releasing, and make your way to the
SLUG Localized showcase on Dec. 19 at Urban
Lounge. Doors open at 8 p.m., and music starts
at 9 p.m.
SaltLakeUnderGround
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Nothing
Beets Poetry:
Sugar House
Review
Celebrates
10Years of
Publication
By Connor Lockie
clockie97@gmail.com
Photos courtesy
of Sugar House Review

“Once you’ve been a part of running a
literary magazine, it’s easy to see how
most independent journals don’t last
very long,” says Natalie Young—
Founding Editor and Graphic Designer
for the local literary journal Sugar House
Review—of the challenges she’s faced
in running the publication. “It’s a labor
of love and comes with frustrations we
[the team] didn’t imagine.” However,
this uphill battle has more than paid of
for Sugar House. The journal’s upcoming
issue (No.19) celebrates 10 years of
publication, a milestone in and of itself
for a literary journal, saying nothing of
the praise, recognition and growth that
Sugar House Review has garnered over
their lifetime.
Young originally founded Sugar House
Review with Nano Taggart, Jerry
VanIeperen and John Kippen. “The
four of us had been in a writing group
together for a number of years, so we
talked about poetry a lot—our own, other
people’s, the craft, etc.” says Young.
“One day, the idea of creating a journal
came up, and we got excited about us
being the ones to do it—partially because
we thought it would be an exciting project
and partially because, at the time, Utah
didn’t have an independent poetry
journal.” Young and Taggart are now
the sole editors of the journal. They are
also helped by Contributing Review Editor
Michael McLane and “the best group
of [volunteer] readers we’ve ever had,”
says Young.
Natalie Young, Founding Editor and
Graphic Designer for local literary
journal Sugar House Review, celebrates
10 years of publication.

While Sugar House Review is primarily
focused on poetry and poetry-related
content (as opposed to short stories,
essays, etc.), there’s little else reining
in the creative limits of the submissions.
“Our eclectic style was apparent early
one because there were four or five of
us reading submissions,” says Young.
“We all had different tastes but could
appreciate good poetry no matter the
style. We receive many more submissions
now than we did before, so we have the
luxury of receiving a higher caliber of
poetry overall.” This increase in quantity
and quality of content has earned Sugar
House Review a reputation for greatness
both in state and throughout the country.
The journal has won multiple Pushcart
Prizes and has recently been certified as
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.
The staff of Sugar House Review are all
working writers themselves, and they find
that their own practice also benefits from
the heap of content that the journal works
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through for every issue. Young says, “My
own writing has gotten much better from
reading so much contemporary poetry.”
Every young writer has inevitably been told
that reading is the best thing you can do to
hone your craft, and the editors and readers
of Sugar House Review have firsthand
verification: “When you read submissions
for a journal, you get to see the good, the
bad, the mediocre; it really shows you what
is happening in the moment,” Young says.
“It shines a light on what you want to strive
for and stay away from.”
Each issue of Sugar House Review features
an array of national and international
poets, but the publication has (and always
will) retain a close connection with the
Utah literary scene. “From the beginning,
we wanted Sugar House Review to have
live readings in the community, to support
our contributors and give an additional
poetry experience to our audience,” says
Young. Throughout its history, the journal
has hosted these readings throughout
Utah, primarily in Young and Taggart’s
now-residence of Cedar City. Further, the
magazine’s logo is a line drawing of a
sugar beet, a nod to the namesake root of
their home neighborhood.
Against the ever-increasing digitization
of print media, Sugar House Review
remains a (mostly) print-only publication.
“We’ve considered going online,
because it would be more economical,”
says Young, “but ultimately, I’d still rather
hold a book in my hands and read it,
rather than read it on a digital device.
Having a tactile experience is something
that can’t be replaced with online
publishing.” Each issue of Sugar House
Review is thus a physical artifact, one that
immortalizes both the reading experience
and the work of the published authors
beyond the often nebulous garbage heap
of the digital cloud.
Against the challenges inherent in running
a journal, through geographical moves
and staff changes, after unprecedented
growth and expansion; Sugar House
Review has earned their 10 years and is
rightfully celebrating this milestone with
a special double issue and the release
of their first standalone book. “It will be
a short book—or as literary people call
it, a chapbook—by David Lee, Utah’s
first Poet Laureate,” says Young. To
commemorate the release of Lee’s book,
Sugar House Review will host a reading
of Lee’s The Allegory of Perfection with the
author in the spring of 2020, date to be
determined.
All 18 issues of Sugar House Review
are
available
for
purchase
at
sugarhousereview.com, and keep an eye
out for the upcoming 10-year anniversary
issue and book launch event. Writers can
submit their work at sugarhousereview.
com/submit, and if you’re interested
in volunteering or otherwise becoming
involved with the journal, contact editors@
sugarhousereview.com.
SaltLakeUnderGround
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Water Witch,

By Brian Udall • brian.udall@gmail.com

It all came together in the late summer of
2017 when Smith’s friend Aubrey Lenahan
visited him from Portland after moving here for
his position at Weber “after many moons
in Alabama.” Water Witch’s reputation
naturally drew them in. “Chums had
described it to her as the best bar west of
the Mississip’,” Smith says, “and dang, were
they right.” As it turns out, Pfohl is a “selfdescribed washed-up slam poet,” and the
three of them uncovered their deep, mutual
passion for poetry that led to the birth of Witch
Lit. It also led to the three of them yelling out
some poems to the few, unsuspecting patrons in
the bar that night. “Poems do insist some sweet
times,” Smith says.
After only a few weeks in town, Smith’s
reputation as a community builder had already
made its mark here in the valley. He describes
Utah as a “confection of literary
wonders” to which Witch Lit is happy
to contribute. He heralds the unique
atmosphere in Ogden and Salt Lake
that allows people with ideas free
reign to explore them, compared to
some other places that present more
of a barrier to newcomers trying their
hand at the literary scene. When the
good people outside of Utah think
of us, their first thought might not
be to think of it as a kind, open and
adventurous place. But once you’re
here, it’s not hard to see.
Photo: Abraham Smith

Lyrical Mixology
- with Abraham Smith

the bar we know and love at 163 W. 900
South, has been hiding something from us:
poetry! For two years now, Water Witch
has been hosting monthly poetry readings
called Witch Lit, curated by the Witch’s own
Matthew Pfohl and the Midwesternpoet-gone-rogue Abraham Smith. Smith
is the Co-Director of Creative Writing at
Weber State whose latest book-length poem,
Destruction of Man, was published by Third
Man Books, the literary arm of Jack
White’s Third Man Records.

“There’s not a whiff of exclusivity
around here, to be sure,” Smith says
of Witch Lit. “Please do join us for a
reading and sign up for our email
list. Or stop by the Witch and ask to
be placed on the list, or reach out via
email—directly my way or Matty’s

Weber State University
Co-Director of Creative
Writing Abraham
Smith co-organizes the
underground Witch Lit, a
monthly reading series
at Water Witch.

way.” It’s a big enough place for things to
be happening, and it’s a small enough place
that you can still participate in them without
having to fight the crowds to get in.
Many of the performing poets are Utah
residents, coming from Ogden, Logan and
Salt Lake City. In that list are poets who
have 10 books of published poetry under
their belt, others who don’t normally let their
work see the light of day and writers with
publications in literary and poetry journals.
In addition, they even do open mics from time
to time. With Smith’s connection to the Weber
State Visiting Writer Series, the people coming
from out of town to participate in it will often
stop by for a quick reading the night before.
Pfohl and Smith “curate a series where all
aesthetic slants are welcome,” Smith says.
“We want the community inside to mirror the
community outside.”
The range of styles isn’t just an extension of
Smith’s own agrarian punk poetry. Smith
says, “Our mission is to stretch the welcome
mat wide as Nebraska. I am not aiming to
showcase folks aligned with my way. Thank
goodness, or everyone would be deaf from all
the unmannered yowlhowling!” He earnestly
does do a lot of that, by the way. At the venue
inside Third Man Records in Nashville, he
read his Destruction of Man in its entirety. His
vitality and lyricism are really something to
see. And you can—at Water Witch!
Before you start to wonder if poetry is too
transcendent to be read in a bar or that a
bar is no place for these cultured types to be,
think again. Poetry is a way to get in touch
with the wild-child side in all of us. It’s a
witchy thing to do, and even if you don’t think
you’ll be writing any of your own words down
anytime soon, just listening to it can work
wonders to soothe the soul. This is something
Water Witch has been striving to do since its
creation, in every aspect. Witch Lit is in no way
separate from the Witch’s pursuits of building
community: a neighborhood bar with a
spectacle-free return to the fundamentals of
craft cocktails for everyone to enjoy. Witch Lit
just uses more words and less limes.
Due to the size of the bar itself, the Witch
Lit series has kept a low-key profile. They
don’t advertise or post online (a true occult
organization if I ever saw one). But behind
the secrecy is poetic beauty and friendly
faces, and we here at SLUG can’t help but
point it out to our readers.
You can reach Smith at abrahamsmith@
weber.edu and Pfohl at matt@waterwitchbar.
com to get on the email list. Water Witch is
closed on Mondays, and that’s when Witch
Lit gathers—typically the first Monday of the
month. The series has been on a mini-hiatus
while Smith has finished up the fall semester
teaching over in Munich, Germany, but if
you’re interested in getting on the email list,
just remember to ask the bartender about
it next time you’re at Water Witch sipping
something smoky and delicious out of one of
their jícara bowls.

C

laire Taylor breathlessly describes
her relationship with animals, such as
a time when she befriended a once
frightening snake and how she sees
creativity as a sort of ecosystem. She then
stops and bends over to peer at something.
It’s a beetle, brilliantly red-orange against
the muddy trail—Taylor admires the color
and makes a mental note about the meeting.
Observing and communing with the world
around her in this way is reflected in
Taylor’s bookmaking craft, which includes
bookbinding, linocut prints and broadsides.
Having spent a decade in the Book Arts
Program and Red Butte Press at the
University of Utah as both a student and a
teacher, Taylor’s career in the department
began at a young age. As a Utah Sterling
Scholar for art, Taylor had the opportunity to
take a bookbinding class, which ultimately
led her to choose printmaking as her
degree emphasis. The program is home to
a studio that allowed Taylor to learn creative
techniques such as book-plating, after which
she stylized the cover of this month’s SLUG.
Book-plates, commonly used throughout the
20th century, are small, decorative labels
pasted into books.
Though she left the program to pursue
a graduate degree in environmental
humanities,
Taylor
has remained
involved by volunteering and teaching
classes. She used the program’s presses
to create a recent linocut series, Sky
Snakes. The swirly, blue depictions evoke
a literary feel—the texture and hue of
the paper allows the story of the serpents
to soar off of the page. This artistic
surrealism has the imaginative quality of
a fantasy novel or a children’s fairytale,
particularly when paired with Taylor’s
journal-style writing therein.
As a book artist, Taylor combines “creative
nonfiction, illustration and biology” as she
examines the intersections between humans
and the microcosms we interact with. She
says, “My artistic process involves asking
myself questions regarding the implications
of the encounters I have with wildlife and
natural landscapes, and investigating the
impressions that remain with me following
these encounters.”
In 2016, Taylor had an exhibit titled The
Inhabitants of the Salt Lake City Cemetery at the
Marmalade City Library, which was centered
around an essay she wrote and hand-bound
into a book. The pieces included in the book
were displayed to create a visual map of
local literary areas frequented by Taylor.
Colorful depictions of baby owls and foxes
were accompanied by creative nonfiction that
describes dancing in the dark. She writes,
“Standing under the yellow, orange, and pink
clouds of the sunset is when I feel as though I,
too, can be magical.”
“I view my solo-art exhibitions as a narrative
venture for the viewer—almost that the
exhibit itself is a book,” Taylor says. “All
of the work and writing within one of my
exhibits are meant to feed into that feeling.”
In her 2019 residency at the Utah Museum

of Contemporary Art, called Transcendence
by Observation, Taylor incorporated a small
field guide book for viewers to reference in
tandem with her paintings. This “book-withina-book” bridges Taylor’s visual artwork with a
broader, conceptual consideration of her art
as a literary experience.
Taylor often enjoys working en plein air in
City Creek Canyon and describes coming
across a cactus—something not typical to
the landscape. She notes its “sweet yellow
flowers, a wasp nest in the works at the base
Cover artist Claire Taylor’s work is a mosaic of
visual, literary and book arts—a meta-literary
potpourri from page to page.
of the plant, and some gnarly aphids.” She
returned to the scene with a large canvas
from her kit, arranged it on the earth and
used watercolor to document the plant. She
writes, “A proper mini-ecosystem amusement
park. Felt like love radiating from the cactus
and the wasp nest. I’ve said it before and
I’ll say it again: love the love in my outdoor
environment and the creatures therein.” This
piece was also featured in the Transcendence
by Observation collection.
Much of Taylor’s work could be
described—to borrow a literary term—as
magical realism. In a 2017 artist book she
created, entitled Now I Shed Some Skin,
Taylor describes an experience she had
with a snake in Red Butte Canyon, in
which she felt she could hear its heartbeat.
The book is serpent-shaped and warmtoned in color, emoting a feeling that is
decidedly not cold and scaly. Taylor’s art
uses a firsthand narrative to challenge the
perceived differences between human
and animal.
For the past year or so, Taylor’s position in
the book-arts world has shifted to illustration.
She recently created desert-themed cover art
and accompanying illustrations for Torrey
House Press author Craig Childs. To
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the
publication of Edward Abbey’s Desert
Solitaire: A Season in the Wilderness, Taylor’s
illustrations and design for broadsides were
featured by Ken Sanders Rare Books and Back
of Beyond Books in Moab. These depictions
are an homage to Southern Utah, with redrock canyons, ravens and a crisp-blue sky.
Taylor feels honored to work with authors who
share her desire to reflect upon the supremely
special landscapes of the Beehive State.
Taylor’s collections and series are welldocumented on her website, clairetaylor.art,
and on her Instagram account (@clairetaylor.
art). She frequently teaches workshops,
including the recent Craft Lake City–
curated Handbound Softcover Journals with
Watercolor this past November at the Natural
History Museum of Utah. Taylor has an artist
book featured in Statewide Annual: Mixed
Media & Words on Paper Exhibit at the Rio
Gallery through Jan. 10. An author reading of
the book Taylor illustrated for Childs, Virga &
Bone, will be held at Ken Sanders Rare Books
on Jan. 9, 2020.
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R E J U V E N AT I N G W H AT I T M E A N S T O B E M E S T I Z O
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By Bianca Velasquez | bianca@slugmag.com

The Hartland partnership enables MICA to pair professional artists to teach
after-school programs for K–12 students.

In November of this year, the Mestizo
Institute of Culture and the Arts (MICA) hosted
their Sweet Sixteen, an event to celebrate 16
years of advocating for SLC’s Westside and
other underrepresented communities. In that
time MICA has championed social change
through the arts, fostering dialogue, and activism, and providing education. Sweet Sixteen honored the work the organization has
done throughout the years through a grandscale art show fundraiser (more than 30 artists
donated work) and awards ceremony for the
Ruby Chacon Award For Social Justice, awarded to Leticia Alvarez (whose work centers on
issues of equity and who works with the youth
through art education). Much like getting the keys
to their first car on this joyous occasion, MICA’s
vehicle through this new journey is the Community Organization Micro-grant Opportunity, awarded by the SLC Mayor’s Office in June of this year.
The grant will go specifically to the rebranding of
MICA, including a new logo, website and provides MICA with resources for their upcoming exhibits, events and educational classes, in addition
to re-envisioning the organization.
In the past, MICA events had mostly been based
out of Mestizo Coffeehouse, which is a separate,
for-profit business. Being a nonprofit, MICA
board members saw an opportunity to grow
and serve the community by providing a clear
distinction between the two entities. A major factor in that opportunity to change spaces is MICA’s partnership with Brittany Reese, Owner
of Sugar Space Arts Warehouse and current
MICA board member.
“The opportunity to move into Sugar Space presented itself,” MICA Board Chair Renato Olmedo-González says. “It was not only an
opportunity to increase but also augment the

programming we do and take the next step.”
Maintaining a space on the Westside of Salt Lake
is a tenet of MICA’s work, as part of the organization’s mission is to shed light on underrepresented
communities and blur the gap between the “west”
and “east.” “The Westside is very neglected, still,
and not talked about,” Olmedo-González says.
If the geographical advantage and partnership
weren’t serendipitous enough, Sugar Space’s
values and mission mirror the work MICA has
already been doing, such as the Westside Festivals and West Side Wednesdays events that Sugar
Space hosts.
Because of the connotations of the word “Mestizo,” MICA may seem like a Latinx-foward organization that specializes in art from within
that specific community. “We don’t strictly host
Latin-American artists,” Horacio Rodriguez,
Board Member and Curator, says. “They can be
Pacific Islander, LGBTQ+, etc.” As part of their
rebrand, it is important to establish what mestizo
means to MICA. “It is a word that has a lot of
history, power and meaning,” Olmedo-González
says. “It is a word we want to keep because it
emcompasses so much. The word mestizo offers
much more than just historical its denotation.
“When I think of that word I think of the blending
of cultures. Originally it was about the blending
of the Spanish and Indigenous cultures, so I take
it to be a [broader] cultural mix,” Rodriguez says.
September featured artist Juan Gasca was another example of MICA’s attempt to strip away
cultural expectations from a spectator’s viewpoint. As a Latino artist, Gasca’s abstract and
geometric oil-and-paint-on-canvas pieces disrupt
the idea of what “Mexican art” is. “When people
hear Mexican Art or Latino art, they always associate colorful flowers, Frida Kahlo, a basket of
fruit,” Olmedo-González says. “Although those

From the Juan Gasca exhibit Abstacción
Geométrica, “Untitled, Blue, Orange and
Grey” was one of works featured for the
month of September this year.

pieces are valid, they aren’t what we do. We are
not a monolithic culture, and that is something I
hope we bring attention to.”
The work MICA does to uplift and kick-start underrepresented artists is indispensable. There are
also other bodies of MICA’s work that are just as
vital to the fundamental growth of the community—among them educating the youth. “One thing
that people may not see because it is not in a
physical space are the educational partnerships
we have,” Olmedo-González says. This last year,
MICA Vice Chair Paul Kuttner connected MICA
with the opportunity to partner with Hartland and
their after-school programs through their Hartland
Arts Residency. Being a professional ceramics
teacher, Rodriguez took part in this educational
arm of MICA by teaching K–12 students how to
sculpt. “We do educational programming where
we bring in professional artists to do eight-week
sessions with the students after school,” Rodriguez
says. “Most of the kids I taught were refugees
from Africa.”
As MICA’s definition of mestizo creates room to
change and evolve, MICA’s opportunity to rebrand caters to that sentiment. Olmedo-González
says, “I hope Mestizo celebrates that diversity
and intercultural exchanges that happen all the
time and are still happening.” MICA’s next exhibit at Sugarspace will run throughout the month of
January and will feature Puerto Rican artist Alli
Arocho. Keep up with MICA’s evolution and their
upcoming events/partnerships on their Facebook
page: facebook.com/MestizoArts.
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Plan-B Theatre’s Community Writing Workshops
Moderated by Plan-B Theatre Artistic Director Jerry Rapier (purple shirt), Plan-B’s Theatre
Artists of Color Writing Workshops provide a space for emergent playwrights of color to
discuss their works in progress. Full round-table list of names at SLUGMag.com.
One of the best opportunities a writer can have is
to work with peers in a writing workshop. This is
especially true for playwrights, whose work must
be interpreted by actors before it reaches an audience. Luckily for Utah-based playwrights, Plan-B
Theatre Company has come to rely on offering
workshops as a source for future productions. This
has created a communal relationship not with abstract plays but with playwrights.
Plan-B offers two workshops. One is the Theatre
Artists of Color Writing Workshop (TAoCWW),
launched in 2017 and composed entirely of new
and aspiring playwrights of color. The other is
The Lab, created in 2008 and consisting of 11
established playwrights. Though both workshops
function similarly to each other, the emphasis of
each is slightly different. Because of the experience of its members, The Lab focuses mostly on
craft, while the TAoCWW focuses on questions of
representation in addition to craft.
“Having feedback from other artists of color, particularly [from] those that have similar experiences
to the characters in my play, lets me know that
I’m on the right track,” says TAoCWW playwright
Tito Livas. “It also makes me really listen to what
they have to say because they’re coming from
that perspective.” I sat in on a table read of Livas’
in-progress work, American Dreams, which was
read by several accomplished and aspiring Utah
actors, none of whom had been given prior direction or done a joint rehearsal. This is on purpose,
Plan-B Artistic Director Jerry Rapier tells me. Rapier leads the workshops with warmth: “The goal
is to see what the play does (and doesn’t) give
them as actors, and how it functions completely
on its own,” he says.
Tatiana Christian, whose play Suicide Box was
also read that day, admits that the process can be
nerve-wracking. “I had a hard time watching the

By Parker Scott Mortensen • @_coldbloom
actresses read their parts—I was so nervous,” she
says. Because both workshops encourage participants to show unfinished work, script readings
can be particularly vulnerable—especially in TAoCWW, where each participant is still finding their
voice as a playwright. “I really, really loved being
in a room full of artists of color,” says Christan,
“and it made me really happy to see Black actresses ... It really solidified my desire to write
plays for and about Black people.”
For both Livas’ and Christian’s pieces, the workshop
had plenty of advice to offer. Livas’ work inspired
opinionated discussion about the challenges of writing nonwhite characters for nonwhite demographics—it was a perfect encapsulation of the TAoCW
Workshop’s stated goal of refining craft in conjunction with tackling problems of representation.
For participants in The Lab, the process is no
less rewarding despite having an accomplished
résumé. Again, the format is the same: private
script readings of works at any stage of development followed by internal discussions, which
always center the playwright and their goals. “It’s
invaluable, really, both as a writer and a student
of the theatre,” says Jenifer Nii, whose play
Wallace (co-written with other Lab member Debora Threedy) was produced by Plan-B in 2010.
Since then, Plan-B has produced a handful of Nii’s
plays, including upcoming piece The Audacity, a
play about three women from Utah history who
share what was, reveal what is and question
what might be. “[The Lab has] shown me so many
different ways to build and stage a play, and
so many creative and innovative approaches to
story development—it’s incredibly inspiring and
humbling,” says Nii, who had no experience or
education back when she joined The Lab in 2008.
In many ways, The Lab has been Nii’s school.

In fact, the workshops often function and feel
like an MFA program in their creation of spaces
where writers become invested in each other. “I
am grateful for deadlines and accountability to
other people as I write on top of a full-time job
and raising a child,” says Jennifer Kokai,
whose play Singing to the Brine Shrimp is being
produced by Plan-B for its 2019/20 season.
The company’s upcoming season clearly shows
its investment in local talent. Besides producing
Kokai’s and Nii’s work, Plan-B also produced The
Lab participant Camille Washington’s Oda
Might to open the season on Nov. 7. The play
explores the dynamic between a doctor, a patient
and an orderly; the power dynamic among them;
and the way in which this dynamic affects the
ability of each to speak their truth. “Oda Might
was years old when it was presented to The Lab,”
says Washington. “It needed to breathe, to have
other people consider it and give their thoughts.
There are so many little moments that have been
strengthened in the story since then.”
As for the TAoCWW participants, Plan-B is producing several works for its Script-In-Hand Series,
which features staged readings of plays-in-progress. This year, Plan-B will also revisit its production of Nii’s play Suffrage, which it initially ran
in 2013. In the play, two sister wives navigate
Utah’s little-known place in history as the second
U.S. territory to give women the vote. This production is a part of Better Days 2020, a local nonprofit dedicated to popularizing Utah women’s history. “I hope we helped expand the conversation in
2013,” says Rapier. “It’s exciting to be part of a
much larger conversation in 2020.”
For more information and tickets to any of the
shows coming out of these workshops, visit
planbtheatre.org.
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Additionally, there is an ongoing saying that
people do not get hired at Weller Book Works
but, rather, adopted. “We try to support each
other and have deep relationships with the people
who work with us so that it is not an exceedingly
hierarchical relationship,” says Catherine. “It is
a relationship of intellectual peers, and we try to
recognize what everybody brings to the table.”
Working in a bookstore also necessitates a passion
for literature. Lila says, “Everybody who works in or
runs a bookstore is there because they care. I think
having a family element as a part of that cements
our work in a different way. It enhances a sense of
importance and a sense of community, in my eyes.”
This year, Weller Book Works has celebrated its
90th anniversary and, throughout its journey, has
made operational changes. As an early adopter
of technological shifts, Weller Book Works now
interacts with a variety of moving pieces like their
online Newsletter Archives catalogue for searching
for books, their blog and their calendar of events.
While it has become more complex, Lila says,
“It is fun having this interaction with people who
would never be able to browse our inventory in
person. It is a new way to connect.” These shifts
allow Weller Book Works to market their books
globally. Tony says, “It also gives us reach for
obscure things. We might find something here
that someone in our town isn’t needing, but there
is someone all the way across the world who has
been looking for that item.”
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ounded in the late ‘20s by Gustav
Weller, the ever-evolving Weller Book
Works now lies in the hands of Tony,
Catherine and Lila Weller. As an
LDS convert from Germany, Gustav’s bookstore
initially oriented itself around LDS literature. The
store’s five relocations and myriad of names all
followed the generational passing of ownership
and fluctuating staff. “Each generation of our
family has been substantially more liberalspirited than the previous generation,” says
Tony. As the Weller generations procured more
liberal identities, the store naturally adjusted
by broadening their offered content far beyond
LDS literature. For example, they now offer a
breadth of literature ranging from history to sci-fi,
young adult and children’s books to philosophy,
nonfiction to poetry. Catherine says, “One of the
things about small or family businesses is that
their stores carry the imprint, very deeply, of the
owners. As this store’s ownership has changed
with each generation, the store has changed
because the imprint has changed.”

Unfortunately,
these advancements
have
caused
browsing
without intention to become a
valued rarity. Catherine loves to see
customers browsing for books because
reading itself is a discovery. Moreover,
browsing without intentions remains
paramount in the art of discovery. Tony
articulates that when we choose things
that bring us joy, we are choosing from
the spectrum of the known. “There is
always that one thing, just beyond
your awareness, that could be very
good for you, but you don’t know
about it yet,” he says. “That is the
value that a bookstore provides when
we browse without intentions.”
As a queer person growing up in
Weller Book Works’ environment,
Lila states that while identities do
matter, they don’t matter in the
context of one’s existence as a
person in this space. All are
welcome to express and explore
themselves in this bookstore.
Additionally, Lila affirms that
Weller Book Works offers a
space where you can feel
comfortable to explore your
interests and inclinations.
“We have always tried
to be that space where
you can be accepted
for who you are,” says
Catherine.
Weller
Book Works centers

By Nia Shaunce Morton
nia.morton11@gmail.com

(L–R) Lila, Tony and Catherine Weller carry
on the Weller Book Works legacy while in
tandem modernizing and revolutionizing the
business with each generation.

its events around the safe space it provides by
encouraging discussion and consequential
connections. One of the many events that they
offer is their free-form Breakfast Club, held every
Tuesday morning from 10–11 a.m. Catherine
says, “What they strive to accomplish is to
connect with people.” All of their events are
tailored for people to broaden their knowledge
and perspectives while synchronously connecting
with others. “We are in it for the books,” says
Tony. “We believe in the written word. We
believe in what books can do for a person or for
a community, be that enlightenment, education,
awareness or entertainment.”
Weller Book Works’ legacy includes offering a
colorful community an array of books that make
connections between the unfamiliar and familiar.
Catherine says, “I would hope that our legacy
continues to be [that we have] all kinds of books
for all kinds of people.” The Wellers’ bookstore
also yields the means—literature—to unite with the
unfamiliar or unknown. Tony says, “One thing I like
about a bookstore is that I see it as a bridge that
bridges all cultural chasms, from local to foreign,
from present to ancient. We find those things here.”
This bookstore offers a multitude of books that
indulge interests and cultivate curiosities. Books
take individuals’ “knowledge” and puts it up for
trial. “Your ideas are forced open by books: the
exposure it gives you to other cultures and ways of
thinking,” Tony says. “It’s hard to maintain narrow
perspectives when all the thoughts of humanity
are in your face every day.” Language allows
us to understand, connect and share ideas with
each other. Literature is the art of language, and
to view it as obsolete or tedious is to discount an
intrinsic aspect of being human. To find out more
about Weller Book Works, visit their website at
wellerbookworks.com.
801.328.2586 • 607 Trolley Square
Monday – Thursday
11 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Friday – Saturday
10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. – 5 p.m.

ARTES EN ESPAÑOL
THE SOR JUANA CONTEST FOR POETRY AND PROSE IN SPANISH
Illustration: @Mickmeows

By Alexander Ortega • alexander@slugmag.com

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz was a 17th-century Mexican nun, intellectual and poet for whom Utah’s statewide
Spanish-language poetry/prose contest is named: the Sor Juana Contest for Poetry and Prose in Spanish.
Artes de México en Utah’s Sor Juana Contest
for Poetry and Prose in Spanish is Utah’s statewide
contest for literary writing in the language. The
contest is named after Sor Juana Inés de la
Cruz, a 17th-century Mexican nun, poet, playwright and intellectual. “She was also known for
defending the rights of women and minorities, for
whom she continues to be a role model today,”
says Artes Board Chair Fanny Guadalupe
Blauer. Just having celebrated its seventh consecutive year, the Sor Juana Contest has increasingly been a local soundboard for Spanish-language literary voices and has galvanized writers
in our community on a grassroots level.
In 2010, Susan Vogel cofounded Artes de
México en Utah, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, and began the Sor Juana Contest for Poetry and Prose
in Spanish in 2013. Guadalupe Blauer became
aware of the organization in 2014 and joined
as a board member soon thereafter. “This idea
was then presented to Utah Humanities, and
they immediately supported our initiative to create
something formal to all,” Guadalupe Blauer says
of the contest’s sponsor. “In the last five years, I
have seen this contest grow tremendously.”
This growth is undoubtedly tied to shifts in Utah’s
language demographics. “Spanish has become
the second-most spoken language in Utah,” Guadalupe Blauer says. “More and more people feel
the need to connect their feelings through language … For our native Spanish speakers that
participate, this is a way to express their feelings
in their language. For those for whom Spanish is a
second language, it’s a way to connect culturally.”
The call for entries starts in March and the deadline falls in May. Judges with acumen in poetry
meet multiple times over the summer to consider
anonymized submissions. Starting in 2018, the
contest began to include visual art. All of the winning work is printed as a collection in the contest’s program that Artes releases at the awards

ceremony in the fall as a part of Utah Humanities’
Book Festival. The Main Salt Lake City Public Library has hosted it all seven years.
Perhaps most remarkable about the Sor Juana
Contest for Poetry and Prose in Spanish are the
participants. The contest has Categories I and II
for poetry, which are for native and second-language Spanish speakers, respectively. This year,
the First Place winners in Category I were Jorge Pérez in Adult Poetry and Ezequiel, 14, in
Youth Poetry.
Pérez was born in Uruguay, and “due to coming from a very humble family, I only finished six
years of school,” he says. “Reason being, I started working at the age of 11 to support my own
life. At age 14, I moved to Argentina, searching
for new opportunities. Being there, I began writing songs or poems that I would only share with
family and friends … They would always tell me
that I had such a gift as a writer, and to continue
forward, which I did, but never with the intent of
it being published. It was a way of expressing
thoughts and feelings I had.”
Pérez says he was surprised but delighted to win
First Place. “I felt happy, blessed, thankful and
shared the news with my family,” he says, “very
grateful for this opportunity, since it was my first
time participating in something like this.” Besides
a brief stint on Hispanic radio station AM 1550
on which he’d read his poems, Pérez has no formal training and has worked construction since
he came to the U.S. Living under a dictatorship
in Uruguay at a young age, however, was the
groundwork for his winning Sor Juana Contest
poem, “Desaparecidos” (“The Disappeared”). In
the poem, the speaker relates the visceral anxiety
with which he copes with people going missing in
his community amid state violence.
Ezequiel’s winning poem, “La luz crea sombras”
(“The Light Creates Shadows”), deals with the

speaker fleeing a similar sense of impending
violence—“all the problems appearing in South
America,” Ezequiel says. In addition to intentional
and emotionally resonant language, the contest’s
judges also gauge how submitted poems may be
“pertinent, timely, or culturally relevant subject
matter (relevant to our Hispanic/Latinx communities as well as the other communities we make up
in our daily lives),” Guadalupe Blauer says.
Ezequiel—whose teacher gave him and all students a chance to enter the Sor Juana Contest for
Poetry and Prose—was also surprised to learn he
won First Place. So was Category II Youth Poetry
winner Hannah, 17. She’s a Layton High senior
who’s been in the Spanish-immersion program
for 12 years. Her winning poem, “La noche sin
amor” (“The Night without Love”), employs simple
language that nevertheless harnesses the heavens: The moon suffers from loneliness and isolation in the face of unrequited love from the sun
and stars.
“Initially, I intended to write a poem in English but
couldn’t find the words,” Hannah says. “When
we were presented with the Sor Juana opportunity, I was terrified. I had never written creatively
in Spanish, though it seemed that as I tried, it all
came easier. The idea was made simpler. I am
now a believer that second language poetry is
some of the best.”
For more information about the Sor Juana Contest
for Poetry and Prose in Spanish, visit artesmexut.
com/sor-juana-poetry-contest. There you can find
upcoming dates for submission to the contest and
the awards ceremonies. You can also find posts of
the winning poems and artwork on Artes’ Facebook and Instagram @ArtesdeMexicoenUtah, and
the entire program featuring winning work on
SLUGMag.com.
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Mother of Swords
The big riffle signals stones, and where
to step with care, my father tells me:
he remembers fishing with his father
in the mouth of the canyon, their feet
knowing a sure road beneath the water,
its plait and loosening: still, they kept
their waders well, mended them when a stone
tore the rubber, the caddis and nymph flies
sorted in the tackle box, the creels cleaned
after each catch, so the canvas smelled
only of river and not of fish rot.
Still, the world waits for the stagger, as when
he, a man in full, cycled through a cloud
of bees. He says, Of course I got stung.
Of course—the bees were the surprise, not
the sting: and now it is not the body,
always fallible, but the insult
to the brain’s vessels, the mean twist and pop,
the muscles on the left side having
forgotten their former habits. He sits
on a bench, lifts weights, his therapist
his mirror: each lifts, level on both sides,
though for my father, the one arm lags.
I listen as the therapist remembers:
I left an open can of soda.
I must have been ten. And when I took
a sip, I felt something wrong: and when I
opened my mouth to spit, it stung my tongue
and flew away. If bees could spite themselves,
that’s what it did, I thought, as I drove home.
Clouds wreathed the crest of the range to my east.
These stories witch water and admonish:
in tonight’s cards I turn up a queen
who sits in profile, her crown a circlet
of butterflies, but she holds a long sword
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erect in her right hand. So stern I think
she’ll turn, look straight at me, say, a cloud
that swarms might be your proper atmosphere.
Say, watch your step: the river keeps blades.
Say, let your tongue hive a comb for bees.

Lisa Bickmore is the author of three books of poetry, most
recently Ephemerist (Red Mountain Press, 2017), and teaches
writing of all kinds at Salt Lake Community College.
26 SLUGMag.com
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